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Extended Abstract
The main aim of this study is to correct the efficiency of turbine and compressor due to the heat transfer phenomenon
on the turbocharger, in particular, between the impellers (turbine and compressor) and other surroundings (volutes). Until
today, several mathematical models were proposed to detect the diabatic conditions on the turbocharger based on the gas
stand, lumped capacitance, or numerical methods[1-3]. In this study, the influence of heat transfer on the radial compressor
and turbine performance was investigated by steady-state conjugate heat transfer (CHT) simulations and compared with
adiabatic conditions. In order to correct the impeller efficiencies, shaft work on the turbine was measured and used as diabatic
work done on the corrected efficiency equations. This is because heat transfers (before/after the compression/expansion)
already took into account by CHT simulations. Therefore, shaft power is given by the remaining exhaust gas energy (after
heat transfer) on the turbine. The results indicated that compressor efficiency was significantly affected due to heat flux
between diffuser and center case. It also means that heat transfer mainly occurred after the compression process. Based on
the correction, approximately 11% efficiency drop was observed on the compressor in comparison to the adiabatic condition.
Regarding the turbine, heat transfer mostly takes place between the exhaust gas and volute-surroundings before the expansion
process and 12% efficiency reduction was detected. As a result, we could say that heat transfer on the micro size turbine and
compressor used in turbocharger plays an important role for turbocharger-engine matching due to significantly differences
between corrected performance maps and manufacturer maps.
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